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Facebook (FB) is the renowned social networking website that has more than five hundred million
users all over the world. The number does not end here because more and more people are joining
Facebook day-by-day. Are you wondering how this number becomes so big? The answer to this
question is that Facebook has a number of fantastic features that makes it a popular site. Some of
its features include sharing digital data like docs, pictures, videos, apps, events with friends. As
anyone can see the account of another person, therefore, people are getting more interested in
knowing about the personal lives of others and try various methods to hack the otherâ€™s accounts.
Few of those methods from which you can also know how to hack the Facebook account are
explained below:

Phishing Attacks: This is the most common method to hack the Facebook account. In this method,
hackers hack the accounts by creating counterfeit login pages. The login pages designed by
hackers are just like the original login page of the Facebook. The hackers send the fraud emails via
email marketing softwares to the person(s) whose e-mail account(s) they want to hack and they
insert the link of the fake login page in the emails. Once, the email user clicks on the link, all his/her
information gets hacked by the hackers. This is the toughest method and now, as you get aware
about how to hack the FB account through Phishing, you might also be interested in knowing the
other easy methods, so read on the other points.   

Hacking Primary Email Id: To sign up for a Facebook account, you have to use an email address.
Once the registration process gets complete, a confirmation message is sent back to the email
address and your registration process gets complete when you click on that link. As all your data
related to Facebook is stored on your primary email address, therefore, if the hackers hack that
email id, then, they can easily get access over your Facebook account. Not only this, if you delete
all these kinds of mails regularly from your mailbox, in that case too, there is a threat of getting your
Fb account hacked as hackers can use the â€œforgot passwordâ€• utility and can change your password,
thereby accessing your account.

Accessing Cookies: By accessing the validation cookies of your Facebook account, the hackers can
easily take the access on your account. Surprising, isnâ€™t it? Seriously, Hackers possess the amazing
minds with which they have solved the difficult issues like â€œhow to hack email accounts?â€•.

Keylogger Software: The different types of Keylogger softwares are available over the online stores.
If the hackers gain access to the computer of the user, then, they can easily install the software
remotely on the userâ€™s machine. As they successfully install the software, any information that you
enter via your keyboard on your computer can be easily accessible by them because the
Keyloggers copies the data that you enter in a log file and send the file to the hackers.
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a Learn how to hack sells â€œSharpSpyâ€•, an exclusive hacking software with which you can hack any
email account like Facebook, Gmail, Yahoo, MySpace, etc.
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